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| By Jeffrey E. Barnhart
The global card industry is rapidly evolving and it’s more important than ever
to take heed of new technologies and trends. ICMA’s CardTREX events are the perfect opportunity for
professionals to gain insight into what’s happening in your particular region of the industry.
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Advance Your Career with ACE
| By Michael Canino, Operations & Member Experience Manager
ICMA’s Advanced Card Education (ACE) program examines and rewards professionals’ card industry knowledge in manufacturing (ACE-M), personalization
(ACE-P) and advanced technologies (ACE-A). Earning one, two or three of the
ACE designations can help differentiate you and/or your employees from the rest.
ICMA conducts ACE training sessions and exams at ICMA events. The next public training sessions and
exams are scheduled to take place at CardTREX North America.
ICMA CardTREX North America Trainings:
Monday, November 14, 2-5 p.m., Part 1 of ICMA ACE-A Training Session
Tuesday, November 15, 8-11 a.m., Part 2 of ICMA ACE-A Training Session
Tuesday, November 15, 12-6 p.m., ICMA ACE-M Training Session
Thursday, November 17, 8 a.m.-1 p.m., ICMA ACE-P Training Session
ICMA CardTREX North America Exams:
Thursday, November 17, 2-5 p.m., ACE-A, ACE-M and ACE-P Exams

Card Manufacturing ™ publishes
information for the benefit of its
members and readers. The sponsor,
International Card Manufacturers
Association (ICMA), the publisher and
the editors of Card Manufacturing™
cannot be held liable for changes,
revisions or inaccuracies contained
in the material published. For more
detailed information on the products,
programs, services or policies
covered in Card Manufacturing™,
it is recommended readers contact

ICMA also hosts private group training sessions and exams for ICMA member companies, with a minimum
of 10 participants, in their facilities.
For more information about the ACE program and to register for a training session and/or exam, visit
https://icma.com/ace-accreditation/.
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in Card Design Trends 12 Banks Stand Out, Drive
6 Creativity
Consumer Preference with
Card manufacturers that widen their
Payment Cards

capabilities for a variety of card
body constructions, utilizing a variety
of alternative materials that may
require a broader set of processes
and specialized equipment, will be
well positioned.

The key message that banks aim
to convey to their clients is: “Your
bank is the epitome of innovation,
customer care, sustainability and
customization.”

| By David Tushie, Magellan Consulting, Inc.,

| By Jorge Lara Villalobos, Strategic Marketing

ICMA Standards and Technical Representative

for Payments, SPS, The Secure Electronic

the Art to Imagine
8 About
a Payment Card

Components Brand of IN Groupe

19 All About CardTREX

For card manufacturers, it is crucial to
create and develop innovative “wow”
effects to provide issuers sophisticated
solutions for differentiation and to
impress.
| By Dr.-Ing. Milena Niedernhuber, Product
Management Director, G+D

CardTREX North America and
CardTREX Europe are unique in that
they bring technical and production
staff together with executives and
business owners for regionally
focused education and networking.
| By Jennifer Kohlhepp, ICMA Managing Editor

THE SPOTLIGHT IS ON ICMA’S
PLATINUM AND GOLD MEMBERS
These suppliers have committed to the highest
level of support to ICMA activities in 2022.
Platinum Level

COVER STORY

Gold Level

14 Strategies to Reinvent Card Design Using

Traditional Materials

There are many ways to reinvent the look and feel of the card, using
commonly stocked materials and treatments, by thinking about them in
uncommon ways.
| By Jennifer Kohlhepp, ICMA Managing Editor
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We’d love to hear from you!
Card Manufacturing contains feature articles, listings, events, company news, industry
announcements, association updates and other information that will influence and grow your
business. Card Manufacturing also includes messages from key industry executives as well as
news and tips from the heart of the association—YOU.
• Interested in submitting a bylined
feature for an upcoming issue?

• Do you have company information or
accomplishments you want to share?

Please forward all news submissions, including press releases announcing new products or
services, new hires, promotions, major contracts and acquisitions, milestones, community
activities, case studies and any other industry news to Managing Editor Jennifer Kohlhepp
at jkohlhepp@icma.com.
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INDUSTRY STANDARDS

CREATIVITY IN CARD
DESIGN TRENDS
David Tushie – Magellan Consulting, Inc.,
ICMA Standards and Technical Representative
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ome of the presentations
made at the last couple of
ICMA events have focused

on the application of traditional
card design elements in new
ways as well as an emphasis
on new materials coming
into wider use. Many of
these techniques are
devoted to giving more

visual appeal to a card graph-

• Post laminate treatments with hot
stampings and films
• Black, silver and other matching,
or contrasting, colored magnetic
stripes. Also, magnetic stripes with
embedded images
• Custom contact chip module designs
with logos and treatments to create
visual interest
• Personalization with full perso on

portends a creative development of the
manufacturing processes employed in
producing these new products. This
will also include the components of
construction-like printing inks, adhesives,
personalization inks, etc. used in the card
body manufacturing and finishing. And,
since traditional PVC cards will continue
to have a role as the industry adapts to
these new material trends, both traditional
PVC and alternative material products

ic while also providing more control to

the back of the card leaving the card

will roll through a card manufacturing

the card issuer of its brand recognition. A

front for issuer graphics/branding.

plant simultaneously.

particularly prevalent personalization

Or, using a portrait versus landscape

design trend is to provide greater ease of use

design orientation with the same

While these alternative materials will

by a cardholder, particularly with card-not-

personalization elements

present transactions. Other drivers relate to

perhaps require different processes,
supplies, equipment and techniques, card

Related to these creative uses of traditional

manufacturers will need to be creative in

design techniques is the introduction of

both adapting their current PVC production

new eco-friendly materials into the card

expertise to these alternative materials and

An overview of traditional PVC cards

body construction. High content, recycled

managing a more complex production

with new applications of these design

PVC and PETG, both ocean-bound and

environment. Card manufacturers that

techniques include:

ocean-based recovered plastic, have

widen their capabilities for a variety of

reached notable levels in new card

card body constructions, utilizing a variety

production implementations. Similarly,

of alternative materials that may require a

plant-based material like PLA and alterna-

broader set of processes and specialized

tive materials like paper and wood have

equipment, will be well positioned to ride

all made progress in new card products.

this developing trend.

greater sensitivity to eco-friendly materials
by both card issuers and their cardholders.

• Innovative use of traditional
white core
• Colored core, including black,
versus a standard white core. A
related design is to use clear inlays
with transparent card products

With the emphasis both issuers and their
cardholders place on reduction of first-use,

• Enduring metallic look and finishes

oil-based plastics, the industry fully expects

• Silkscreen printed layer that comple-

this trend in recycled and alternative

ments the chosen chip module. For
example, a silver silk screen layer
with a silver contact chip module
• Four-color printing with spot
color litho
• Gloss and matte lamination finish.
Post laminate gloss finishes

materials to accelerate as we look forward.
In fact, one of the industry’s largest global
card manufacturers has just announced that
they “…pledge to replace all virgin plastic
in its payment card products by 2030, at
the latest…”
Such a strong trend in alternative materials

About the Author: David Tushie, ICMA
standards and technical representative, has
had a long and continuing career in the card
industry, working for international companies
such as DataCard, UbiQ and NBS Technologies. He has masters’ degrees in engineering
and business, holds U.S. and international
patents in measurement and card issuance
systems and has had several years of involvement with the ANSI, INCITS and ISO Standards
process. ICMA is represented at six ISO and
ANSI Standards Meetings through David’s
standards role within the association.
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Dr.-Ing. Milena Niedernhuber –
Product Management Director,
Giesecke+Devrient
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Despite the rise of more and diverse payment methods, payment cards continuously
act as an unique emotional and physical payment intermediate link between financial
institutions and their customers. Banks are looking for innovative ideas to enhance their

T

customers’ payment experience. The payment cards are a status symbol or representation of
end-users’ values and they strengthen the banks’ brand awareness.

he latest trends even show that payment cards can

into the standard card body structure, but also functional

become an expression of a consumer’s lifestyle,

elements can become an artwork effect or a brand conveyor.

underlining their individuality. Special cards like

Functional elements can carry, in a discreet way, the card

metal, biometric and eco cards mean, in terms of the

manufacturer’s signature. As an example, G+D can be easily

production process, material suppliance and applied

recognized by its chip module design, which is an exclusive

technology are fundamental and a somewhat disrup-

development and used worldwide for all dual interface cards

tive change when compared to the standard products

produced by G+D.

all card vendors are used to using. However, still the

majority of the payment cards in the field are standard
PVC cards for which banks continue to look for
options to differentiate among others and to elevate

their cards to top of wallet.
Elaborate designs, innovative and unique features are the
instruments of the banks to attract and retain customers and
convey their vision to end users. For card manufacturers, it
becomes crucial to create and develop innovative “wow”
effects to provide issuers sophisticated solutions for differentiation and to impress.
How do new ideas arise?
Card manufacturers and suppliers untiringly explore and
develop new ideas to address the market needs and continuously adapt their portfolio with enhanced card design features
and “wow” effects. Exploring concepts from different fields
and target groups is how ideas for new features arise. Product
ideas that can be interpreted in a different context and that
are flexible for modification will stay for a longer time at the
tribune. Of course, the best feature in the world can ruin a

Figure 1: G+D developed and established exclusive tape layout for all its
dual interface cards

In addition, chip modules can be further customized in their
color, shape or by applying a logo thanks to various possible
techniques.
Innovative technologies as a driver
An innovative technology, currently being developed at G+D
together with an advanced technology partner, provides
the possibility to customize the chip module shape. It is a
patented technology that goes with a completely different
production process of a dual interface card. It brings a unique
attribute that immediately attracts attention. The human eye,
which is familiar with the rectangular chip module shape, will
instantly catch the curious and unexpected appearance.

card if not properly integrated into the overall card product or

The real differentiator for the card product as a whole arises

if the technical execution is not perfect. Designing a payment

by complementing card artwork design with a seamlessly

card requires excellent engineering expertise with an artistic

matching chip module shape, when both elements speak the

knowledge at the cutting edge.

same language and the end user needs to look twice before

Functional elements as an artwork conveyor
The payment card offers endless imaginative options of new
features and effects. Elements can be added and integrated

recognizing the difference.
This feature perfectly fits with Premium Edition card programs
and for certain customer groups to add this unique creative
continued on page 10
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touch and empower the FI brand and customer stickiness. The

Different flavors of the Convego® WoW Imprint can be created by

various appearance of contact plate can smoothly integrate

varying colors, shapes, thicknesses and sizes. The metallic element

with the overall design of a card to provide the end-customer with

is available in silver chrome, 24k gold and black chrome. It can

a special and unique payment experience.

reproduce both, lettering or design elements.
Convego® WoW Imprint is an enhancing factor. The feature
can be used as a single or multiple stand-alone element as well
integrated to complement the card artwork. Its visually tempting
and unique texture will result in a sudden attraction to the
consumers. The metal effect transmits sense of exclusiveness.
Under different light reflections the element will appear metallic
with a shiny 3D appearance.

Figure 3: Customizable Convego® WoW Imprint

There are endless possibilities to create a highly valued and
appealing look by playing and combining various form factors,
features and WoW effects. It is all about developing the right
Figure 2: Customizable chip module shape

features and integrating them clever to a holistic product.
Through continuous technology innovations, G+D is helping
banks differentiate their brands to become top of wallet. At the

Single pieces can additionally beautify the payment card
The Convego® WoW Imprint is one the Convego WoW Effects

end it is on us to work and be inspired to help the banking world
to keep the card up!

part of the G+D portfolio. It is an elegant high-end feature which
emphasizes a desired detail in the card artwork. With its 3D high
definition shiny appearance, it highlights the banks logo or
underline other branding elements of the card. Additionnally, it
can also be used to enhance the rendering of bigger areas.
Eye-catching designs, combined with the Convego® WoW Imprint
can create an unique and shiny three-dimensional structure.
It is a metal element, which is inserted into the card under the
overlay. Thus card construction assures the protection of the
Convego® WoW Imprint against abrasion and detachment.
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About the Author: Dr.-Ing. Milena Niedernhuber is a Product
Management Director at G+D. She is responsible for the
global dual interface technology portfolio as well for dedicated
innovative card products at Mobile Security. She graduated
from UCTM in Sofia, Bulgaria with a master’s degree in process
engineering and did in 2008 a doctoral thesis at the Chair
of Paper Technology and Mechanical Process Engineering,
Technical University at Darmstadt, Germany.
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BANKS

STAND OUT,

DRIVE CONSUMER PREFERENCE WITH PAYMENT CARDS
Jorge Lara Villalobos – Manager, Strategic Marketing for Payments,
SPS, The Secure Electronic Components Brand of IN Groupe
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CUSTOMIZATION

INNOVATION

SOCIAL
RECOGNITION

Consumers continue to follow the

possible experience. Therefore, it is highly

used, the more it generates transactions.

ingrained habit of reaching for a credit

desired by the banks that this experience

This results in more loyal and confident

or debit card when making a payment or

be recurrent, meaning that the card

consumers that, in turn, creates a more

purchase, and all indications show that

becomes the preferred use of payment on a

popular product; finally creates a bigger

this will continue to be the case for years

regular basis. They are not only looking to

demand of such a card to be manufactured.

to come. Based on recent Goldman &

send a strong message through the card but

Neo banks are a good example, as it

Sachs Investment Research & FIS/WorldPay

also aim to find the common elements and

is well documented that through new

reports, payment cards will continue to be

characteristics of each consumer segment

technologies, attractive products, lower

the preferred method of payment of retail

that allow the banks to achieve the

fees and efficient services, digital banks are

sales by 2024 with 46% of consumers

aforementioned effect, “top of the wallet.”

increasing their number of customers and

preferring this method over any other
payment means such as digital/mobile
wallet, cash, direct payments and others.

In this sense, customization, social

gaining market acceptance.

recognition as well as innovation are

The payment card today will not only

the key ingredients to consider in the

remain relevant in relation to other

When exploring some of the reasons why

design and construction of payment cards

alternative means of payment but also

the card remains and will remain the

for consumers.

will continue to gain value as the

preferred payment method, we can see

• Customization in the sense that there

tangible element that symbolizes the

that cards have become the last physical
element directly linking the consumer
and the bank. A good example of this are
neo-banks or fintechs whose operations
are 100% digital.
If we take a look at what is happening with
traditional banks, we can see that they
are constantly adapting to market changes
and embracing the digitization of many of
their services and products. They are taking
special care with regard to the image that
they convey to their consumers through
this special physical link that is the payment
card. The key message that banks aim to
convey to their clients is: “Your bank is

is a market demand to have a product
that is unique and personalized to each
consumer reinforcing and validating the
experience of being different.
• Innovation understood as a key product
the experience of security and that will
make their life easier.
• Social Recognition expressed as a
need of distinction in social moments.
Consumers are avid to experience the
feeling of being socially perceived as a
discerning, environmentally conscious
and sophisticated person.
These three ingredients work together to

sustainability and customization.”

create the best user experience (UX) that

In today’s market, it is easy to find

will allow banks to achieve the long

are willing to go to in order to improve
this physical link between their customers
and the payment card by creating the best

as well as their social status. The desire to
be well perceived by others and a sense of
belonging to social and economic groups
remains a major catalyst.

feature that would provide to consumers

the epitome of innovation, customer care,

examples of the great efforts that banks

difference and distinction of individuals

awaited “top-of-wallet” effect. A bank that
manages to apply these elements with a
good balance makes the product more

About the Author: Jorge Lara Villalobos is
manager of Strategic Marketing Payment
Products at SPS IN GROUPE since 2019. Prior
to his current role, Jorge was director of EMV
& Contactless product for Latin American and
the Caribbean (LAC) region at Mastercard.
During his 12 years of tenure, Jorge steered
Mastercard’s strategic initiatives for scaling
adoption of contactless technology by ensuring
alignment with digital payments conversion
and by providing strategic advice, consultation
and tactical support to financial institutions,
local authorities and banking associations in
several countries in LAC. He has more than 20
years of experience in the payment industry
working in different international companies
such as Schlumberger, Axalto and G&D as
product leader, sales support, system development manager and program manager.

desirable. As a result, the more the card is
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Jennifer Kohlhepp –
Managing Editor, ICMA
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Card designers are always watching for ways to get creative

While white core has its strengths, black core does as well. In

with traditional materials that are readily available in order to

addition to being readily available, the advantages include:

simplify the card production process, according to CPI Card
Group Inc., a member of the International Card Manufacturers
Association (ICMA). Utilizing what’s on-hand also presents an
opportunity to streamline the process.
The good news is that there are many ways to reinvent the look
and feel of the card, using commonly stocked materials and
treatments, by thinking about them in uncommon ways. Megan
Bogard, senior design manager of CPI Card Group, reveals
ways to reinvent card design using traditional materials.

Traditional Card Materials Options
When considering traditional card materials options, the best
place to start is with the core material. This is one of the biggest
influences on the card design. At the very least, it determines
the edge color.
The “core” of the card consists of the:
• Front and back
• Technology inlay layers
• Any additional layers fused to the core such
as full-face foils
When thinking of “common” materials, white core tends to be
readily available and is quite flexible. Contrary to widely held
belief, white core isn’t boring.
Here are tips for maximizing a white base material:
• Design with a white edge in mind: This may mean that the
white core is a primary element of the design, and color is
brought in with key elements of the graphics. For instance,
the branding. Ask questions like: Are you trying to bring
attention to the back of the card? Are you trying to amplify the portion of the card that peeks out of the wallet?
• Use white core to make colors pop: If you’re looking to
boost your printed lithographic colors, this is one of the
true strengths of white core. It provides a bright white
starting point to begin laying down layers of ink.
• Go against trends: Many people love color core and it’s
used often. However, if your goal is to achieve a design
that stands out, it means going against the trends. Also,

• Already a classic: It doesn’t take much to create a stunning
card. Solid black, plus a post-laminate gloss treatment,
can create a premium-looking card with very few passes
for a timeless design. An additional benefit is that fewer
passes required means less time on press.
• Grabs attention: A solid black card edge that contrasts
against a brightly printed card surface grabs attention.
Although black works well with every color, a black core
requires opaque white ink to get the same four-color
process lithographic inks to show up. Placing opaque
inks down before you print your process inks will allow
some areas to reveal the solid core color, while others to
pop with printed color. Remember, you don’t need to fill
every square inch of the card with ink. Negative space is
your friend.
Another way to differentiate with traditional card materials is
to build interest using under-laminate silkscreen inks. Below
are the key benefits:
• Adds visual interest: Silkscreen inks, like metallic silver or
glass pearls, can be a valuable and cost-effective solution
to add visual interest to a card.
• Empowers creativity: You can get creative with where and
how you use silkscreen inks because they don’t always
require a flood coat. Spot silkscreens that don’t register
to anything pre-printed can be a very distinctive
design element.
As an example, you could print an image of a frog without
using silkscreens and leave it at that. It’s a frog and it’s cute. Or
you can print an iridescent silkscreen underneath the frog first.
This is a case where contrast using location of silkscreen pigments is key. If the entire card is flooded with silkscreen, the
effect would not have as much impact. Just make sure you’re
not creating any registration nightmares for the print teams.
Creating uniqueness with silkscreen pigments comes from
asking questions and being thoughtful about the following:
• What kind of silkscreen do you intend to use?
Metallics, pearls?

be realistic about the trend for a solid white card. It seems

• Think about the influence the core material has on the

good in theory, but the reality may not be so exciting.

silkscreen pigment. Black core will give vastly different

Avoid falling into this trap by utilizing silkscreen pearls

visual results than white core.

and post-laminate prints.

continued on page 16
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• Will lithographic inks print underneath or on top of

way that a chef will gather all ingredients before attempting a

silkscreens? If so, what colors? What’s the best colored

new recipe, knowing the exact ingredients of the card ahead

silkscreen pigment to complement that color?

of time streamlines the process. Establishing the treatments

• W here are you putting it? Once a card is laminated,
countless opportunities still lie ahead. However, with any
post-laminate effect, think about where you’re going to

completed card product and timelines. This can help avoid
unexpected costs and keep product managers on budget.

be placing personalization. Any disruption to the card

CPI collaborates with the customer, as it’s designing cards

surface impacts personalization.

to help align its vision with the reality of manufac-

Ways to enhance your card after lamination include:
• Incorporate silkscreen post-laminate gloss or matte effects:
This builds visual and textural interest.
• Use hot stamping: It’s not just for silver foil and signature

turing—all while maintaining appropriate timing and budget.
With so many different
approaches to card
design and manufac-

panels. Look at the various foil colors and solid colors

turing, CPI looks to

that are available and explore ways to add post-laminate

present a variety of solu-

design features.

tions to its customers

• Apply premium brand marks: There’s a bit more flexibility
than there used to be and they’re a terrific way to elevate
your card design.
Don’t forget about the back of the card. Here are the top
reasons to consider it:
• The back of the card is an area of opportunity to really
differentiate your card design.
• While most cardholders may admire the card front, the
back is where they interact with it, especially if the personalization is on the back. This may call for personalizing

that will help keep the
company’s card product top of wallet.
Here are questions to
ask before taking on a
new card design:
• How will the end user engage
with the card product?
• Is this tap to pay or contact only?
• Is there a level of personalization involved

it a bit differently, from a design and layout perspective,

that gives the cardholder a sense of ownership

to enhance the usability of the card for the end customer.

in the creation of their card? Elements like

There also are ways to change how a card design is viewed

signature capture can go a long way.

and interacted with from a design perspective by using

While card manufacturers don’t have the freedom to arbitrarily

common card elements. One example is to play with the

move the contact faceplate to the center of the card, there’s

magnetic stripe. Using a standard black magnetic? No problem.

flexibility to rotate the card body itself. As such, think about

Match the printed black lithographic ink in the design to it.

personalization locations and the tone of voice that comes

This can create the illusion of an over-the-edge magstripe. As a

out with different font choices. Of course, be mindful of ISO

design element, that takes the footprint of the magnetic itself

and guidelines.

into consideration.

Finally, as you dive into a card project, there’s more possibility

Benefits of Considering Traditional Card Materials

than you might assume. It’s critical for card manufacturers to

Thinking about card design with materials that are readily
available helps to set up the project for success. In the same
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always be curious. Ask questions and see what materials are
readily available. You might be surprised about how creative
you can get with just a few key elements.
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NEW BLOGS POSTED AT ICMA.COM
he blogs posted to ICMA.com feature ICMA members demonstrating their thought leadership on
topics of interest to the global card industry. There are also posts about how to best leverage your

ICMA member benefits.
Our most recent blogs include:

• Concept Payment Card to Combat Fraud and Deliver Seamless Customer Experience: Élan Award Winning
Card features Linxens’ Élan Award-winning card in the Concept Card and Prototype subcategory of the

Unique Innovation category. The company won for its Linxens EVC PRELAM®, which introduces a batteryfree Electronic Verification Code solution for payment cards. The EVC addresses the issue of card-notpresent fraud by changing the card security code displayed on a small on-card screen during
EMV® (Europay, Mastercard or Visa) transactions.

• Innovative Technology and ‘Wow’ Effects Help Banks Differentiate Payment Cards
features Dr. Ing Milena Niedernhuber, product management director at
G+D, who uncovers innovative technologies and “wow” effects
to help banks differentiate their payment cards to
enrich the customer experience.
• Latest Ink Trends in the Card Manufacturing
Industry features Derrick Hemmings, product
manager, screen, energy cured Flexo & LED,
Sun Chemical, and J. Aida Aranda, global
business development manager, composite
materials, Sun Chemical, discussing how
sustainability is a central theme when it
comes to the design and manufacture
of plastic cards and how in today’s
world, card manufacturers are looking
increasingly into environmentally
friendly ink alternatives including
solvent-free and LED UV curing
technologies.
To submit a blog topic, email
jkohlhepp@icma.com. To read
these and more ICMA blogs,
visit icma.com/blog/.
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ICMA’S
ECOLABEL PROGRAM:
DEMONSTRATE YOUR COMMITMENT TO SUSTAINABILITY

Take the next steps to become a licensed ICMA EcoLabel

Manufacturers can become EcoLabel Program licensees.

manufacturer. It’s a great opportunity to demonstrate your

Licensees can showcase their support of sustainability

sustainability initiatives.

initiatives.

ICMA’s EcoLabel standard program is available for member

Licensees can offer issuer clients a valuable EcoLabel

card manufacturers to be recognized for their commitment

opportunity for cards that meet established criteria in one

to sustainability and for their cards that meet program

of the following categories:

requirements.

• Reduced materials

ICMA’s green card standard at a glance

• Recycled content

In response to consumer and card issuer demand for green
transaction and identification cards, the ICMA EcoLabel

• Compostable
• Biobased content

Standard Program establishes criteria for the environmental

Sign up for the EcoLabel program today and

impact of a manufacturer’s cards through a third-party

demonstrate your commitment to green!

ecolabeling program.

Questions? Visit ICMA.com or contact us
at info@icma.com.
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ELEVATE YOUR EDUCATION,
NETWORK FOR SUCCESS
AT CARDTREX
Jennifer Kohlhepp – Managing Editor, ICMA
training sessions and exams.

ICMA’s CardTREX packs everything you

industry and a Speed Share session during

want from a card industry conference into

which exhibitors promote their best prod-

a day-and-a-half event. CardTREX North

uct and attendees vote on the best product

America and CardTREX Europe are also

of the event.

unique in that they bring technical and

CardTREX North America will take place

business relationships in the region of the

from November 16-17 at the Renaissance

world where you work. You will also gain

Schaumburg in Schaumburg (Chicago),

indispensable industry insights that you

Illinois. Attendees will have access to

can leverage to drive innovation and

regionally focused educational sessions

profitability within your organization.

CardTREX Europe will take place from 8-9

and will be taken off site on the first day

November at the Munich Marriott Hotel in

for a tour of Meyercord/SICPA. The North

Exhibit at CardTREX

Munich, Germany. Attendees will have the

American event will also feature supplier

opportunity to attend regionally focused

exhibits in the Networking Zone as well as

educational sessions. The event will also

a Speed Share session.

production staff together with executives
and business owners for regionally focused
education and networking. Both ICMA
members and non-members can attend.

feature supplier exhibits in ICMA’s signature Networking Zone, which brings card
manufacturers, personalizers, suppliers and
issuers together to discuss opportunities
and challenges in their region of the card

CardTREX North America will conclude
with ICMA’s Advanced Card Education
(ACE) program. ICMA members can register
to take ACE-Manufacturing, ACE-Personalization or ACE-Advanced Technologies

Attending either CardTREX event will
help you learn about new materials and
technologies and enhance strategic

ICMA members who would like to
showcase a product or service in the
Networking Zone at either CardTREX
event should email Nicole Lauzon at
nlauzon@icma.com for a contract. Space
is limited, so don’t delay.
For more information and to register to
attend, visit CardTREX.org.
continued on page 20

icma.com
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Please note this schedule is subject to change.

CardTREX Europe
Schedule at a Glance

CardTREX North America
Schedule at a Glance

8-9 NOVEMBER 2022

NOVEMBER 16-17, 2022

TUESDAY, 8 NOVEMBER

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 16

08:00-09:00	
Arrival Coffee/Networking Zone with Tabletop
Exhibitors Open

8:00-8:30 a.m.	Breakfast/Networking Zone with Tabletop
Exhibitors Open

09:00-09:15	
Opening Remarks, CardTREX Chair
Michael Dorner

8:30-8:45 a.m.

09:15-10:00	
Sustainable by Birth: The Choice of Your Materials
Matters for the Future, Mikko Kahkonen, VP
Global Head of Card Products, Giesecke+Devrient
10:00-10:45	
Advances in Card Certification Testing: Visa
Europe Self-Service PVT, Denise Noha, Barnes
International
10:45-11:45

S peed Share – Tabletop exhibitors briefly present;
groups rotate from exhibitor to exhibitor

11:45–12:00

Break/Networking Zone Open

12:00-13:00

Lunch

13:00-13:45	
Biometric Cards to Secure Access Control, Celine
Littre, Product Marketing Manager, Linxens

Opening Remarks, CardTREX Chair, Megan Bogard

8:45-9:15 a.m.	Panel Discussion: Creating an Environment of
Manufacturing Excellence Through Teamwork
and Innovation
		
Moderator: CardTREX Chair Megan Anthony
Bogard, ACE-M
		Panelists: Jeremy Witte, Director of Operations,
CPI Card Group; Jim Colleran, R&D and Engineering
Director, CPI Card Group and Jim Beatty, VP of
Operations, (Personalization Solutions) CPI
Card Group
9:15-10:00 a.m.	The Evolution of Chip Payment Cards, Oliver
Manahan, Senior Director, Business Development,
Infineon Technologies
10:00-10:15 a.m.

Break/Networking Zone with Tabletop Exhibitors

13:45-14:30	
Going Green, Matteo Panetta, Area Sales Manager,
SPICA

10:15-10:45 a.m.	Speed Share – Tabletop exhibitors briefly present;
groups rotate from exhibitor to exhibitor

14:30-15:00

11:00a.m.-2:30 p.m.	Group visit, lunch and tour at SICPA’s Meyercord
Production Facility

Break/Networking Zone Open

15:00-15:45	
S tandardization as Powerful Lever to Manage
Globalization Challenges in Card Manufacturing,
Milena Niedernhuber, Giesecke+Devrient
15:45-16:30

 he Evolution of Payment Cards, Hans Joerg Frey,
T
Senior Product Marketing Manager, Infineon AG

16:30-17:00

Networking Reception with Tabletop Exhibitors

18:00

Networking Dinner

WEDNESDAY, 9 NOVEMBER

		While visiting the pressroom, attendees will see
demos of the plant’s coating, finishing, slitting,
coding and packaging capabilities as well as its
finished goods inventory management. Visitors
will also see the lab and its QA capabilities.
3:15-4:00 p.m.

Production Topic, Final Session Title Pending

4:00 -4:30 p.m.

Break/Networking Zone Open

4:30-5:00 p.m.

E nabling Innovative Solutions for Battery-Less
Payment Cards, Secure Microelectronic Marketing
Director Americas, STMicroelectronics

5:00-6:00 p.m.

Networking Reception with Tabletop Exhibitors

6:30 p.m.

Networking Dinner

08:00-09:00	
Arrival Coffee/ Networking Zone with
Tabletop Exhibitors
09:00-09:45	
Metal Cards: Practical Insights on Personalization
Methods and Technologies, Ferdinando Filippone,
Business Development, IXLA and Mauro Costantini,
Product Marketing, IXLA
09:45-10:30

Production Topic – Final Topic Pending

10:30-11:00

Break/Networking Zone Open

11:00-11:45

Production Topic – Final Title Pending

11:45

Adjourn

12:00

Lunch
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THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 17
8:00-8:30 a.m.	Breakfast/Networking Zone with Tabletop
Exhibitors Open
8:30-9:15 a.m.

I s the Time Right for a Recycled PVC Core?,
Robert Forbes, Director of Sales and Marketing,
VinylOne

9:15-10:00 a.m.

Final Session, Title Pending

10:00-10:15 a.m.

Break with Tabletop Exhibitors

10:15-11:00 a.m.

Panel Discussion: Innovative Materials

11:00 a.m.

Adjourn

CARDTREX NORTH AMERICA FACILITY TOUR
authentication solutions.

CardTREX North America, which

by a tour of the finishing room including

will take place November 16-17 in

slitting, coding and packaging capabilities

Schaumburg (Chicago), Illinois, will

as well as its finished goods inventory

feature a plant tour of Meyercord

management. Visitors will also see the

Revenue, a SICPA company.

lab and its QA capabilities.

During the tour, CardTREX North

Meyercord provides security printing

revenue while reducing the proliferation

America attendees will learn about

services, including graphics, image

of counterfeit goods and tax evasion.

Meyercord’s history and how the com-

transfers, coating chemistries and security

The company’s product offerings range

pany serves some segments of the card

labels. SICPA acquired Meyercord in

from basic tax stamps to full-collection

manufacturing industry. While visiting

2010. Founded in 1927, SICPA is a trusted

solutions with advanced tracing features.

the pressroom, attendees will see demos

global provider of security inks as well

of the plant’s coating process, followed

as secured identification, traceability and

CardTREX Europe and
CardTREX North America Exhibitors:

CardTREX Europe Exhibitors:

Barnes International is the world leader in personalization validation test tools for Quality Control of
Dual Interface Cards, Devices & Mobile payment
applications.

Cardel is a leading manufacturer to the card industry
supplying best of class products to companies engaged
in Card Manufacturing and Card Personalization.
Cardel supplies customers globally and continues
to develop innovative, reliable products for clients.
Cardel’s core product lines include: Lamination
Plates (Glossy, Silk, Matte, Security features, Etched
and Engraved), Lamination Pads for laminators of all
sizes and all applications, Chip bonding adhesives,
Hi-Bond range for PVC, PC, PET, Magnetic stripe on
overlay (Supplied in reels or sheets)

Barnes’ test tools enable quicker EMV payment
scheme approval, speeding up card/device projects,
reducing pre-issuance time and cost. As developers
of the Certification testing tools, we offer expert
support to Issuers and Bureaus.
We create innovative certification systems for labs
and payment schemes, Online client-server systems,
or Offline with report self- submission.
Our technical support is second to none.
We also offer:
• 100% payment card production QC;
• P3 data preparation system for card/EMV
token issuance;
• EMV training and consultancy;
• ISO 7811/CQM Mag-Stripe Analysers;
• CQM RF & Antenna Smart QC.

Graph-Tech USA is an innovative inkjet and card
personalization systems company based in Florida
that develops all our technology inhouse allowing
for rapid customization. Graph-Tech USA offers
customers a wide range of fast DOD inkjets starting
at 54 mm up to 420 mm print width, 600 dpi. The
GT controller can also drive inkjets from Domino,
Videojet, and several other companies. Graph-Tech
will show its latest inkjet, a 4-color UV inkjet based
on Epson Precision Core heads, the most cost-effective 4-color inkjet of its class with an introductory
price of $69,000.

Together with SICPA, Meyercord
Revenue offers more sophisticated
security solutions to aid state and
federal governments to secure excise tax

CardTREX North America Exhibitors:

Every day, governments, companies and millions
of people rely on us to protect the integrity and
value of their currency, personal identity, products
and brands.

Superior Tape & Label is your partner in manufacturing the best product possible. Our vertically
integrated process allows us to provide you the
best material from coating our own adhesive to the
finished label product. This also helps protect you
from supply chain challenges. We can customize to
your needs using our in house lab and r/d process.

VFP Ink Technologies designs and manufactures
high-tech screen-printing inks and varnishes.
We provide high-tech solutions for designers and
manufacturers to produce credit and gift cards,
with superior and tailor-made products. 40 years
of experience in development, manufacturing and
distribution of screen-printing inks, we develop
many technological solutions worldwide with
products specifically made for laminated plastic card
market and new eco-friendly substrates (RPVC, PLA):
UV Water based ink to reduce the ink deposit, UV
screen ink, VOC free, non CMR inks and varnishes,
inks for transparent transaction card, etc.
AQUACARD, UVICARD, SOLVCARD & IR BLOCKER
are our best-sellers. Committed to protecting environment, we refuse to use glycol ethers and heavy
metal-based pigments in our ink formulation.

icma.com
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High Bond Laminating Screen
Inks from Apollo Colours
Apollo Colours High Bond Laminating
Screen Inks offer exceptionally high bond

• Residence permit card

required standards and can now feature

• Driving license

Mastercard’s Sustainable Card Badge.

• Vehicle registration card

Second Wave® payment cards feature a core

• Health card

made with recovered ocean-bound plastic.

strength and low odor, making them pleasant

Furthermore, ACOS-ID was developed to

This option enables financial payment card

for operators to use and dry with a smooth

ensure maximum flexibility for the customers,

issuers to engage the growing market of

satin finish.

hence AUSTRIACARD is able to provide tailor-

environmentally conscious consumers while

made solutions in relation to the chip’s memo-

also helping reduce first-use plastic and divert

ry size, operating system and applications that

plastic waste from entering the ocean. CPI’s

can be added or developed. Therefore, ACOS

Earthwise™ rPVC cards are aimed at reducing

ID is a distinctively resource efficient OS with

first-use PVC in payment cards by using plastic

small memory footprint, through which the

waste that might otherwise end up in a landfill.

customer obtains a fully sustainable solution

CPI’s Earthwise™ rPVC card features up to 85

for long-lifetime ID/government projects with-

percent upcycled PVC. Both cards are EMV®

out compromising in performance or usability.

compliant and dual-interface capable, en-

These inks offer very high opacity combined
with very high bond strengths which have not
been attainable previously. Apollo laminating
inks are specifically designed for the production
of credit cards, where they show exceptional
adhesion and resistance to delamination. Plastic
cards produced with Apollo laminating inks
can be used to produce “bleed edge” cards,
which show no tendency to separate from the

For more information, visit austriacard.com.

abling both contact and contactless payment.
For more information, visit cpicardgroup.com.

overlay film.
Apollo High Bond Laminating Screen Inks

CPI Card Group Cards Earn
Sustainable Card Badges

• S28115 Matte White

CPI Card Group Inc. announced that CPI

Arculus Named Most Innovative
Cold Storage Wallet

• S34092 Grey Primer

Second Wave and Earthwise rPVC, containing

CompoSecure Inc. announced that Arculus

• S34160 Press Ready White

upcycled plastic have earned sustainable card

was named the “Top Innovator” in the cold

• S17153 Clear Varnish

badges from Mastercard’s sustainable card

storage wallet industry by ABI Research, a

• Various High Bond Pearlescents

program. The program, which is designed to

global technology intelligence firm. The new

make sustainable card choices the preferred

ABI Research report, “Cold Storage Wallets

option for all financial institutions, indepen-

and the Security of Cryptocurrency Portfolios,”

dently assesses, evaluates and certifies sustain-

addresses the growing need for self-custody

AUSTRIACARD’s Next Generation
Chip Operating System for eID
Applications

ability claims put forward by card vendors in

tools that allow you to maintain full

relation to their card products. CPI’s Second

control over your cryptocurrency and

Wave and Earthwise rPVC cards are the

other digital assets.

AUSTRIACARD’s R&D team responded to

latest to be added to Mastercard’s approved

are available in the following:

For more information, visit apollocoloursna.ca.

®

™

Given some of the recent challenges in the

the market needs of enhanced security in the

Sustainable Materials Directory.

identification sector and developed its next

The directory of products with a sustainable

of private keys has never been more important.

generation Chip Operating System ACOS-ID.

card badge serves as a resource to Mastercard

The Arculus Key™ Card and Arculus Wallet™

Proving high security by Common Criteria

issuers, supporting their efforts to diversify

App work together with a best-in-class,

EAL4+ certification (assurance level 5+ is

their portfolios with cards made with more

three-factor authentication security solution

coming soon) and fulfilling the requirements

sustainable materials. To qualify to receive the

(biometric, private six-digit PIN and the Arcu-

of ANSSI for reinforced qualification allows

certification, Mastercard uses an independent

lus Key Card), making it the most innovative

multi-application support for any combination

firm that evaluates card products across several

cold storage hardware wallet on the market,

of the following:

different categories to determine whether the

according to ABI Research’s report.

materials offer significant improvement in

• National Identity card

outcomes versus a traditional PVC card. These

• Passport
• e ID card for identity, authentication and
qualified signature/PKI including efficient one-shot signature
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products from CPI’s portfolio were both
independently assessed and certified by
Mastercard as being in compliance with the

crypto marketplace, the need for self-custody

The Arculus cold storage wallet provides
intuitive controls and a familiar “tap to transact”
functionality to manage multiple digital assets
in one easy-to-use solution. The Arculus metal
card form factor is a unique differentiator and

eliminates the need for charging or plugging a

print processes. It is a global standard widely

dongle into a device, offering a high level of

used to measure the color accuracy on any

overall security. This blend of strong security

output device.

and simple functionality gaining Arculus
recognition as a market leader, ranking third
in the industry according to ABI Research.
For more information, visit composecure.com.

Diamond Graphics Receives
G7 Printer Certification
Diamond Graphics announced its achievement of G7 Master Printer Certification, which

Ellipse Joins ICMA to Further
Facilitate EVC® Migration
Ellipse, which recently joined the International

G7 Certification status indicates that the

Card Manufacturers Association (ICMA), is

facility has calibrated certain equipment and

dedicated to transforming the card industry with

systems to G7 gray balance and neutral tone

innovations including its patented EVC® All-In-

curves and is capable of delivering G7 proofs

One, the first battery-free EMV® micromodule

and print products. Diamond Graphics looked

with integrated Dynamic Card Security Code

to become G7 Certified to better serve its

functionality. EVC effectively protects against

customer’s objectives for brand color quality

CNP fraud and false declines thus transform-

and control.

ing a basic payment card into a full-fledged

For more information, visit dgiusa.net.

eCommerce security product. This single
component, eight-pin EMV drop-in replace-

is an industry-leading set of specifications

ment module is equipped for dual interface

for achieving visual similarity across all

payment. Ellipse’s membership in the ICMA is
a step towards making the payment card safer
continued on page 24
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in an increasingly eCommerce-based world.
In joining ICMA, Ellipse will benefit from
education and training opportunities to stay
on top of trends and network with industry
leaders. Ellipse’s active participation will allow
other ICMA members to have easier access
to cutting-edge card technologies. Through
ICMA channels, communication between card
manufacturers make the mass production of
dual interface, Dynamic CVV-equipped pay-

for payment card supplies, including EMVcompliant chips and the cards themselves. By
adding more durable cards to their programs,
they can extend the life of the cards and, as a
result, reduce supply expenses. Additionally, as
more issuers take advantage of the increased
flexibility of flat cards in recent years, financial
institutions are looking for bolder colors and
designs to further personalize and differentiate
their brand as well as add additional levels of

G+D to End Use of Virgin
Plastic in Payment Cards
Giesecke+Devrient (G+D) pledges to
replace all virgin plastic in its payment card
products by 2030 at the latest to further support consumers and banks to fulfil their own
sustainability aspirations. Being the first in the
payment industry to make such a commitment,
G+D expects the industry to follow suit.

security. Durable flat text printing capabilities

G+D will replace virgin plastic with recycled,

are needed in the instant financial card

industrial compostable or biodegradable

issuance market to help financial institutions

materials in payment cards across its portfo-

increase card longevity, while also providing

lio. Beyond its direct positive impact through

Entrust Advances Sigma Instant
Issuance Platform

bolder personalization options to differentiate

sustainable material choices, a payment card

from the competition.

without virgin plastic is also a social state-

Entrust announced an innovative new Light

The new Light Curing Module seamlessly

ment cards possible using existing equipment.
For more information, visit ellipse.la.

Curing Module developed for the Entrust
Sigma DS4 Instant Financial Card Issuance
Solution. This unique card printing technology
builds upon the foundation of Sigma DS4
system’s smart, simple and secure financial
issuance platform to deliver flat card personalization with industry leading durability.
Financial institutions are facing rising costs
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integrates into existing Sigma DS4 systems
and helps apply a unique, UV-curable,
thermal-transfer, monochrome graphics ribbon
to pre-printed cardstock. This bright, bold and
durable personalization option stands out for
its clarity and sturdiness compared to other
direct-to-card flat card personalization options
available in the market.
For more information, visit entrust.com.

ment and thus a powerful symbol of change.
G+D is convinced that the whole payment
card industry will follow its example, which
will completely eliminate virgin plastic from
more than three billion payment cards being
produced annually worldwide.
For more information, visit gi-de.com.

HID Global Announces Joint
Research Endeavor
HID Global announced a joint research
laboratory with France-based Hubert Curien

innovation within the security industry and

allow blind and partially sighted people

generates opportunities to hire new talent who

to easily facilitate payments and distinguish

are graduates from the partner university.

between their cards.

For more information, visit hidglobal.com.

There are few effective ways for those who are
blind or who have reduced vision to quickly

Laboratory, named the Lasers, Materials and
Colors for Citizen Identity Documents Laboratory (LAMCID). The Hubert Curien Laboratory
is a joint research unit of the Jean Monnet

Klöckner Pentaplast Awarded
Gold Rating by EcoVadis

determine whether they’re holding a credit,
debit, or prepaid card, particularly as more
cards move to flat designs without embossed

University, the National Research Centre and

Klöckner Pentaplast (kp) has been awarded

names and numbers. Mastercard is addressing

the Institut d’Optique Graduate School.

a gold rating for the second consecutive year

this challenge with a simple innovation and

by EcoVadis, the independent provider of

has introduced a system of notches on the side

global sustainability ratings for environmental,

of the card to help consumers use the right

social, and ethical performance.

card, the right way.

identity documents. Research will explore

The gold rating ranks kp in the top 3% of

The Touch Card has been designed to work

new methods to improve image quality and

plastic product manufacturers assessed by

with point-of-sale terminals and ATMs, ensur-

integrate digital materials, processes and

EcoVadis, with each company being rated

ing they can be deployed at scale. The credit

treatments at industrial scale.

on the material sustainability risks and issues

cards have a squarish notch; debit cards have

for their size, locations and industry. The

a rounded notch and prepaid cards have a

evidence-based assessment covers policies,

triangular notch. As well as blind and partially

actions and results across the key sustainability

sighted consumers, anyone in a low-light

and ESG dimensions of environment, labor

environment or reaching into a wallet or

including the combination of chemical

and human rights, business ethics and sustain-

purse one-handed can benefit from the Touch

compositions and singular nanostructures

able procurement.

Card design.

“EcoVadis is an important rating that is widely

The Ajman Bank Touch Card further offers

recognized by our customers and stakeholders,

benefits to suit each cardholder’s unique

•O
 ptimization of laser processes to ensure

and we are very proud to have been awarded

needs, including cash back benefits of up to

quality reproducibility, such as a spatial

gold rating for the second consecutive year.

10% that can be selected from across four

resolution that is compatible with best-in-

The rating reflects our on-going commitment

categories: fuel, online spend, groceries and

class standards and colors for each type

to our sustainability strategy “Investing in Bet-

school fees.

of document material

ter,” which continues to be well recognized by

Mastercard’s concept has been vetted and

LAMCID will host experts from HID and
Hubert Curien to conduct a variety of joint
projects aimed to reduce counterfeit citizen

Key research initiatives and corresponding
projects include:
•T
 he exploration of new materials,

to be implemented via thin-film shape
and integrated into plastic maps

•T
 he development of algorithms that can

the industry broadly for our work toward the

digitally reproduce images on different

most sustainable future,” said Yui Kamikawa,

types of materials using lasers and

kp’s vice president of sustainability.

inkless inscription

For more information, visit kpfilms.com.

for recognizing digital properties on
developed materials
LAMCID’s mission with these ambitious
projects is to generate technology that ensures
the authenticity of documents needed to maintain and improve the security of citizens and
governments. This cooperation encourages

Blind People (RNIB) in the UK and VISIONS/
Services for the Blind and Visually Impaired in
the US. The card was co-designed by IDEMIA,
the global leader in Augmented Identity,

•T
 he creation of characterization and
treatment tools that are appropriate

endorsed by The Royal National Institute of

Ajman Bank to Launch World’s
First Mastercard Touch Card
Mastercard and Ajman Bank have strength-

providing trusted solutions in the physical as
well as digital space.
For more information, visit mastercard.com.

ened their commitment to inclusion through
a new initiative designed to expand access to
the digital economy. The world-first Touch
Card is an accessible payment card that will

icma.com
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90% of Payments Now by
Contactless Card in UK
Almost nine in 10 in-person debit card
purchases are contactless in the UK,
according to data from Lloyds Bank.

IDEX Biometrics Trustedbio Max fingerprint

transit” and 45% said that contactless payment

sensor solution for use in the next generation

would be their preferred mode of payment for

of its biometric identity platform, SentryCard.

public transport. Regarding the biggest benefit

This platform integrates multiple certified

of contactless, the most popular was conve-

access control technologies, including FIDO2,

nience (cited by 44%), followed by time saved

into each SentryCard to enable a decentralized

(40%) and “reduced contact with surfaces and

Spend on debit cards made in person using

biometric identification solution. IDEX has

other people” (35%).

contactless technology has grown from 65%

received an order to support initial production

to 87% in the last three years.

of this solution which is scheduled to reach

The maximum spending limit on contactless

the market in Q4 of 2022.

cards was increased from £45 to £100 in
October 2021. It was the second time the
maximum contactless limit had been increased
in the last three years, after it was raised
from £30 to £45 in April 2020 following the
COVID-19 pandemic.
Contactless is most popular in restaurants,
where it is used for 93% of transactions and
least popular in electrical stores (68% of

Contactless Card Payments
Gain Popularity

Contactless Payments Set to Hit
$10 Trillion Globally by 2027
Global contactless transaction values will
reach $10 trillion by 2027, up from $4.6
trillion in 2022, with contactless mobile and

Data coming from the Municipality of Lyon

wearable payments expected to grow by

has revealed that more than a million public

221% and contactless card payments by 119%

transport journeys in the French city have been

over the same period, according to a Juniper

paid for via contactless card since this option

Research forecast.

was made available in June 2022.

It also predicts that contactless ticketing spend

transactions), where average purchase prices

The British capital’s public transport operator,

will increase by more than 440% globally

are high.

Transport for London, led the way in introduc-

between 2022 and 2027, with “growing

ing contactless payments in 2012, with cities

prominence and support for OEM pay solutions,

from New York to Sydney following suit over

such as Apple Pay, Google Pay and Samsung

SmartMetric: Product Testing
Last Stage in Gaining Approval

the next decade. Other recent examples

Pay” being a “key enabler for mobile NFC

in Europe include Denmark’s North Jutland

ticketing across many markets.”

SmartMetric is dealing with one of the largest

region, where the country’s fare system

of the top three global payments networks on
moving the SmartMetric through its approval
process. Now that SmartMetric has been
cleared to submit its card in what is expected

provider is piloting an app-based mobile
ticketing system. In Britain, it was recently
announced that the transport body for the
West Midlands region would be working on

The forecast identifies the United States as
“the world’s leading market for NFC mobile
payments by volume, with 4.4 billion NFC
mobile payments in 2022, rising to 8.3 billion
by 2027.”

to be the final step in its network approvals

an introduction of contactless payments.

process, the company can complete its

From the end of August 2022, volunteers

card production.

for the Dutch rail company Nederlandse

The SmartMetric biometric in-the-card security

Spoorwegen piloted payments via their cards

Partnership to Promote
Contactless Biometric

or using contactless payment methods, as part

Fingerprint Cards AB and Technical Equipment

of the wider scheme, OVpay, which seeks

& Supplies Company (Tesco) are collaborating

to reform the payments system used by the

to promote and support the adoption of

country’s public transport system. Outside

contactless biometric payment cards in the

Europe, also at the end of August, the San

Middle East.

uses a cardholder’s fingerprint biometrics to
identify the card user and turn on the card as
it is being inserted into a card reader or ATM.
SmartMetric is the only U.S.-based biometric
credit card company and has current manufacturing capacity to supply United States card

Francisco Bay Area launched a pilot scheme

The partnership follows a strong start to the

issuing banks with more than a million cards

of contactless transit passes.

a month.

In a global survey conducted by Visa, 32%

and software platform for biometric payment

of respondents said that contactless payments

cards gaining new grounds in Africa, India and

would be the most likely factor to induce them

now the Middle East.

Biometric Smart Card for Digital
Authentication Set to Launch
U.S.-based Sentry Enterprises has selected the
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to use public transport. 91% said that they
“either strongly or somewhat expect contactless
payment options to be available on public

year for Fingerprints, with its biometric sensors

The innovative biometric payment card, initially
launched by Thales, embeds Fingerprints’

second-generation T-Shape module and soft-

access cards. These radio frequency identifi-

on-card processing functions and manipulate

ware platform, and will be commercialized

cation cards are meant to replace the paper

data stored in the chip’s memory.

and personalized by Tesco for the regional

yatra slips and would help in real-time crowd

customers.

management.

The solution achieved compliance with

The Mata Vaishno Devi is a revered shrine

circuits in healthcare, retail and hospitality will

Mastercard’s new Fingerprint Sensor

and is hugely popular among pilgrims

impact the industry. Technological proliferation

Evaluation Process earlier in the year.

and tourists alike. A person possessing the

has also led to new techniques like multi-

RFID card can be tracked throughout the

component and contactless card facilities.

Gift Card Use Soars in UK

payments and the increased use of embedded

13-kilometer route. The RFID access cards
are for one-time use and are fully laminated

According to the latest analysis by the Gift

fiber-rich cards that would be issued without

Card and Voucher Association (GCVA) and

any cost to visitors.

KPMG UK, sales of gift cards to businesses
for use as an employee benefit have soared
from businesses to provide their employees
with access to discounted offers on products

Global smart card sales were valued at

and essentials to help to tackle rising costs.

$14.08 billion in 2021. They are expected

The use of gift cards for rewards and incentives
has also risen by 26.8%, reflecting the increas-

Bank Pocztowy Launches
Biometric Debit Card
Customers of Poland’s Bank Pocztowy are

Smart Card Market Size to
Grow by $33 Billion

by 59.2%. This is a result of increased efforts

The rising consumer preference for cashless

to rise to $32.79 billion by 2032. This is an
8.8% annual growth rate from 2020 to 2032.

among the first in the country to be able to
apply for a biometric debit card that allows
them to authenticate contactless payments
using their fingerprint.
The bank is making the card available in a
limited edition, enabling users to save “a
two-finger biometric pattern” on the card

ing need for employers to motivate and retain

A smartcard is a card with embedded memory

using a reader supplied by the bank, increase

staff, as well as attract new talent, as the re-

and a microcontroller within a contact pad. It

or lower the payment limit on the card and set

cruitment markets becomes more competitive.

connects to a reader using either short-range

their own PIN.

wireless communication or direct physical

RFID-Enabled Cards Replace
Paper Yatra Slips

contact standards, such as NFC or RFID.
Smart cards have encryption that protects
in-memory information. They are also gener-

The Shri Mata Vaishno Devi Shrine Board

ally tamper-resistant. Smart cards equipped

(SMVDSB) has introduced RFID-enabled yatra

with a microcontroller chip can perform

Bank Pocztowy began piloting a biometric
payment card in December 2021 and confirmed that it would be expanding the offering
in January.

new members

PRINCIPAL MEMBER

ASSOCIATE MEMBER

Diamond Graphics LLC

Ellipse

United States
Robert Harris
dgiusa.net

United States
Laval Law
ellipse.la

Diamond Graphics produces hundreds of millions of cards annually.

Ellipse creates solutions that address market needs and can be adopted

Along the way, the company has grown in its capabilities and services,

easily and quickly by all stakeholders in the smartcard ecosystem.

offering best-in-class card production, personalization, distribution,

The company’s patented ellipse battery-free technology for card has

digital printing and die cutting for consumer packaging, digital 3D

been designed from the ground up to enable card manufacturers to

varnish/embossing/foil printing and a turnkey direct mail division.

produce and incorporate display cards into their product portfolio,
seamlessly and cost-effectively.

icma.com
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MEMBERS ON THE MOVE
Arroweye Solutions Expands Senior
Leadership Team

Credit One Bank Expands Corporate
Leadership Team

Arroweye Solutions has added three industry veterans to its

Credit One Bank has added Alan Cunningham, Brandy Santa Cruz,

leadership team. The new hires are part of a larger Arroweye

David Rodriguez, Om Prakash Thakur and Rob Pittman to its corporate

initiative to strategically invest in resources and technology that

leadership team.

advance its bank, credit union and fintech partners into the next era

Alan Cunningham serves as the vice president of

of digital payment card technologies and services.

IT, audit and compliance, focusing primarily

Each of these leaders has decades of experience advancing card

on developing and implementing new and

production strategies and execution to enhance operations:

innovative IT projects, specializing in security,

• Ken Kavalec, vice president and general

audit and compliance. He has an array of

manager of operations, led national operations
for one of the largest North American thirdparty credit card personalization providers for nearly three decades. His deep
background in this space will help Arroweye drive efficiencies, continually improve
its product and service offerings, maximize its
resources and optimize client ROI.
• Leveraging more than three decades of
experience pioneering advancements in
the payments industry, Ron Prchal, vice
president of product and process innovation,
leads the research and implementation
processes that will help Arroweye offer everevolving, innovative products and services. His
deep expertise and knowledge base will help drive business strategy
and capabilities growth.
• John Benjamin, director of quality and
continuous improvement, is a well-known
payment card industry veteran with four
decades of experience. He is well-versed
in digital print, fulfillment, serialized
packaging and payment card production
techniques and strategies. He is also a
recognized expert in product development and innovation, technical
account management and operational management.
As many financial institutions and fintechs continue to modernize
and expand their product portfolios, they are looking to offer more
digital-friendly, next-generation payment options to a wide range of
end users. Arroweye’s technology-driven platform delivers low-risk,
customized card campaigns through a zero inventory, no-waste card
production and fulfillment model that supports the banking and fintech
community on demand. Using dynamic card production methods
and leaning on its technology resources, Arroweye can onboard new
programs in days and scale orders as needed via its just-in-time
production capabilities.
For more information, visit arroweye.com.

certifications, including strategic planning,
policy and leadership, systems and networks,
and is a certified information system security
professional and a certified project manager. Previously, he worked
as the chief information officer for the state of Nevada, leading a
multifaceted department responsible for all forms of technology and
communication within the state.
As vice president of compliance, Brandy Santa
Cruz leads the compliance testing and validation team, conducting compliance risk
assessments, partnering with the risk team
to build out the bank’s second line of
defense, and collaborating with her colleagues across the organization to develop
a more robust framework for controls. She is
certified in people leadership and leadership excellence from Harvard
Business Publishing and has an associate degree in liberal arts and sciences from the College of Southern Nevada. Before joining Credit One
Bank, she was with the Hard Rock Corp. for five years as an auditor
and casino accountant and American Express for 13 years as a global
risk and compliance senior manager.
David Rodriguez, senior vice president of quality
and certification, guides his team to ensure
the bank’s software products deliver exceptional value to both the business and cardholders. He and his team perform exhaustive
testing at every point in the software development lifecycle until the software is actively
running in the bank’s production environments.
He holds a bachelor’s degree from California State Polytechnic University and has more than 30 years of experience in quality where he
has led teams as large as 500 team members on multiple occasions.
Om Prakash Thakur, vice president of IT production management, works to leverage artificial
intelligence to derive real-time insights and
automate tasks to augment the technology
operations teams, eliminate resource intensive and mundane tasks and more. He brings
15 years of key technological expertise, having
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worked in advancing service delivery, project management and risk
mitigation leadership roles. He holds a bachelor’s degree in mathemat-

MARKETPLACE

ics from Delhi University, India, and a master’s degree in computer
application from Anna University’s College of Engineering.
As vice president of balance, growth and underwriting, Rob Pittman oversees the development and
execution of programs that promote the best
interests of existing cardmember usages. He has
an MBA from Alliance Manchester Business
School, with a focus in finance, as well as a
bachelor’s degree. Prior to joining the Credit One
Bank team, he managed lending portfolios across
44 countries, led the development of two new auto
decision underwriting platforms for consumers and small businesses
and was part of developing an artificial intelligence engine that could
predict credit cardholder delinquency.
For more information, visit creditonebank.com.

icma.com
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INDUSTRY CALENDAR

2022
October
Money 20/20 USA
October 24-27, 2022
Las Vegas, Nevada

November/December
CardTREX Europe

Trustech

8-9 November 2022

29 November - 1 December 2022

Munich Marriott Hotel

Paris

Munich, Germany

CardTREX North America
November 16-17, 2022
Renaissance Schaumburg
Schaumburg (Chicago), Illinois

© 2022 ICMA. All rights reserved.
Reproduction without permission
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ICMA: The Premier Card Manufacturing
& Personalization Organization
Access three decades of card industry data. Network with industry thought leaders and peers.
Make an impact around the globe.
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